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Abstract4
The simulation of fertigation in furrows and level furrow systems faces a number of5
problems resulting in relevant restrictions to its widespread application. In this paper, a6
simulation model is proposed that addresses some of these problems by: 1) implementing an7
infiltration model that adjusts to the variations in wetted perimeter; 2) using a friction model8
that adjusts to different flows and which uses an absolute roughness parameter; 3) adopting9
an equation for the estimation of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient; and 4) implementing10
a second order TVD numerical scheme and specific treatments for the boundary conditions11
and the junctions. The properties of the proposed model were demonstrated using three12
1
numerical tests focusing on the numerical scheme and the treatments. The application of13
the model to the simulation of furrows and furrow systems is presented in a companion paper,14
in which the usefulness of the innovative aspects of the proposed model is demonstrated.15
Keywords: Infiltration, Furrow irrigation, Surface irrigation, Shallow water, Flow simula-16
tion, Numerical models.17
INTRODUCTION18
The numerical simulation of hydrodynamics is a common technique for irrigation analysis,19
from conveyance networks to on-farm systems. Surface irrigation systems are characterized20
by their operational simplicity and their complicated analysis and design. The numerical21
analysis of surface irrigation systems started in the 1970s, aiming at optimizing design and22
management by maximizing the insight obtained from resource consuming field experiments.23
Furrow fertigation is a popular surface irrigation system, characterized by one-dimensional24
flow and wetted perimeter dependent infiltration.25
Fertigation (the application of fertilizers dissolved in irrigation water) is a common agri-26
cultural technique. It is not only agronomically suited to many crops, but it also constitutes27
the preferred technical solution to the fertilization of field crops developing tall canopies. For28
these cases, fertigation is much easier to implement and manage in sprinkler irrigation than29
in surface irrigation. However, surface irrigation farmers resort to fertigation for a number30
of crops and in a number of areas of the world. In fact, surface fertigation can result in31
a reduction of labour, energy, use of machinery and soil compaction as compared to the32
conventional application of fertilizers.33
It was not until the end of the twentieth century that basin and border fertigation was34
addressed through experimentation and numerical analysis (Boldt et al. 1994; Playa´n and35
Faci 1997). These authors applied advective models to the results of surface irrigation simu-36
lation and to the identification of optimum fertilizer application practices. Field experiments37
permitted to explore the conditions of irrigation performance and fertilizer application re-38
sulting in adequate estimations of fertilizer distribution uniformity and application efficiency.39
2
Garc´ıa-Navarro et al. (2000) presented a hydrodynamic model of basin and border fertiga-40
tion, using a McCormack numerical scheme. The model was calibrated and validated using41
experiments on pervious and impervious borders. Impervious experiments were designed to42
eliminate the uncertainties derived from infiltration estimation. A diffusion coefficient was43
introduced in the formulation and estimated via calibration to experimental results. Solute44
transport in furrows represents an additional challenge due to the complexity of furrow in-45
filtration. Abbasi et al. (2003a) reported the results of a detailed experiment revealing the46
2D features of furrow fertigation in what refers to water and solute infiltration. Abbasi et al.47
(2003b) presented a Crank-Nicholson fertigation model including a routine for the estimation48
of the diffusion coefficient using a model initially derived for solute transport in soils (Bear49
1972). Sabillo´n and Merkley (2004) presented an advective implicit model simulating fur-50
row fertigation, and identified guidelines for optimum fertilizer application. A split-operator51
hydrodynamic simulation model for border and basin fertigation was proposed and evalu-52
ated by Zerihun et al. (2005a, 2005b), using the same approach for the diffusion coefficient53
proposed by Bear (1972). These authors coupled overland hydraulics to the HYDRUS-1D54
model (Simunek et al. 1998) for subsurface flow, and reported adequate agreement between55
observed and simulated solute distribution. Adamsen et al. (2005) reported a series of field56
experiments using bromide as a tracer. These authors identified strategies aiming at de-57
veloping fertigation rules for their experimental conditions. Finally, Strelkoff et al. (2006)58
reported the extension of the surface irrigation model SRFR to simulate fertigation using an59
advective scheme.60
The review of the literature shows that furrow irrigation has been simulated using a61
variety of approaches, with the hydrodynamic approach being the most common now a62
days. Following this approach, the well-known Saint Venant equations are typically solved63
in combination with two additional empirical equations representing the physical processes64
of roughness and infiltration. The characterization of roughness requires estimation of the65
Gauckler-Manning number, a parameter which is often described as dependent on soil surface66
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conditions, but which also depends on the irrigation discharge. Infiltration estimation is not67
an easy task even in flat geometry surface irrigation systems such as borders and basins.68
Numerical parameter estimation techniques have often been applied to this problem, and the69
resulting parameters only represent the soil surface in the particular experimental conditions.70
In furrow irrigation systems, infiltration additionally depends on furrow geometry and on71
wetted perimeter, therefore increasing the number of model parameters and making the use72
of models a more complicated task. Characterizing furrow infiltration therefore stands as73
a relevant obstacle to simulation. Although the complexity of furrow infiltration has been74
analysed and modelled using a number of approaches (Walker and Skogerboe 1987), practical75
applications have not been abundant due to the requirements on experimental data. When76
it comes to simulating the transport of neutrally buoyant solutes, furrow models fluctuate77
between the simplicity of the advective models and the complexity of advective-diffusive78
models. This complexity is not restricted to the programming effort, but also extends to79
the identification of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient. Even when predictive equations80
have been used to estimate the diffusion coefficient, the sensitivity of model results to this81
parameter has often been analysed in an attempt to derive better parameter estimates.82
The analysis of previous efforts suggests that three aspects of furrow fertigation sim-83
ulation seem to require further attention: infiltration, roughness and fertilizer dispersion.84
Furrow fertigation is an active field of research in which simplified advective models are85
used because of the difficulties related to introducing additional simulation parameters and86
performing additional computations. While this may be an adequate choice in many cases,87
particular furrow configurations and experimental conditions require an adequate treatment88
of fertilizer hydrodynamic dispersion. There is a need for numerical models of furrow ferti-89
gation using a few, physically based parameters which can be either measured or estimated90
from experimental measures.91
In the last decades, a particular type of furrow irrigation systems has become very popular92
among farmers in certain areas of the world: level furrows (Walker and Skogerboe 1987). In93
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this system, a zero-slope field with one inflow point is furrowed at the beginning of the season.94
Water builds up at the upstream distribution channel as it starts flowing down the irrigation95
furrows and recirculating through the downstream distribution channel once water advances96
to the downstream end of some irrigation furrows (Playa´n et al. 2004). Level furrows are97
characterized by requiring very little labour and by a high potential application efficiency.98
Irrigation simulation in level furrow systems was reported by Garc´ıa-Navarro et al. (2004).99
In this work, a coupled model of water flow and solute transport is presented for the100
simulation of surface fertigation in furrows and level furrow systems. Particular attention is101
paid to the following aspects:102
• the infiltration model in furrow geometry, incorporating the model proposed by Ma¨ıkaka103
(2004);104
• the friction term, implementing the recent developments by Burguete et al. (2007c)105
aiming at introducing an absolute roughness parameter;106
• the model proposed by Rutherford (1994) to describe the chemical diffusion coefficient;107
and108
• the numerical techniques used for the solution of the governing set of equations.109
An experimental field study was specifically designed to validate the proposed model and is110
presented in a companion paper, together with additional model applications.111
GOVERNING EQUATIONS112
Shallow-water model113
The one-dimensional system formed by the cross sectional averaged liquid and solute mass114
conservation, momentum balance in main stream direction, infiltration and solute transport115
can be expressed in conservative form as:116
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
= I+ Sc +
∂D
∂x
(1)
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where U is the vector of conserved variables, F the flux vector, Sc the source term vector, I117
the infiltration vector and D stands for diffusion:118
U =


A
Q
As


, F =


Q
gI1 +
Q2
A
Qs


, Sc =


0
g[I2 + A(S0 − Sf)]
0


, I =


−Pi
0
−Pis


,
119
D =


0
0
KxA
∂s
∂x


(2)
with A the wetted cross sectional area, Q the discharge, s the cross sectional average solute120
concentration, g the gravity constant, S0 the longitudinal bottom slope, Sf the longitudinal121
friction slope, Kx the diffusion coefficient, i the infiltration rate, P the cross sectional wetted122
perimeter. I1 and I2 represent pressure forces:123
I1 =
∫ H
0
(H − z′′)w dz′′, I2 =
∫ H
0
(H − z′′)∂w
∂x
dz′′ (3)
with H the water depth and w the cross section width (see Figure 1 for the system of124
reference). The furrows are modellled as pervious prismatic channels of trapezoidal cross125
section as represented in Figure 2. In this case, the pressure integrals become:126
I1 =
B0H
2
2
+
SH3
3
, I2 = 0 (4)
with B0 the base width and S the tangent of the angle between the furrow walls and the127
vertical direction. The set of equations is completed with the laws for infiltrated volume of128
water and solute:129
∂α
∂t
= Pi,
∂φ
∂t
= Pis (5)
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with α the volume of water infiltrated per unit length of furrow and φ the mass of solute130
infiltrated per unit length of the furrow.131
The system of equations (1) can be expressed in non-conservative form taking into ac-132
count:133
dF(x,U)
dx
=
∂F
∂x
+ J
∂U
∂x
, J =
∂F
∂U
=


0 1 0
c2 − u2 2u 0
−us s u


(6)
where J is the flux Jacobian, u = Q
A
is the cross sectional average velocity, c =
√
gA
B
is the134
velocity of the infinitesimal waves and B is the cross section top width. Inserting in (1):135
∂U
∂t
+ J
∂U
∂x
= I+ Snc +
∂D
∂x
(7)
with Snc the non-conservative source term:136
Snc = Sc − ∂F
∂x
=


0
c2 ∂A
∂x
− gA
(
∂zs
∂x
+ Sf
)
0


(8)
where zs is the water surface level. The Jacobian matrix can be made diagonal:137
J = PΛP−1, P =


1 1 0
λ1 λ2 0
s s 1


, Λ =


λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


(9)
with Λ the eigenvalues diagonal matrix, P the diagonalizer matrix and λi the Jacobian138
eigenvalues corresponding to the propagation characteristic celerities:139
λ1 = u+ c, λ2 = u− c, λ3 = u (10)
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Furrow infiltration model140
One of the most widely used empirical models in surface irrigation is the Kostiakov model141
relating the infiltration depth Z to the opportunity time τ :142
Z = Kτa (11)
where K is the Kostiakov constant and a is the Kostiakov exponent, both empirical param-143
eters depend on soil type, soil water and compactation. From (11), the expression for the144
infiltration rate can be derived:145
i =
dZ
dt
= Kaτa−1 (12)
Working out τ from (11) and inserting it in (12) it can be re-expressed in terms of the146
infiltration depth (Ma¨ıkaka 2004):147
i = Ka
(
Z
K
)a−1
a
(13)
For long infiltration events, the Kostiakov model does not predict the correct infiltration148
rate. In these cases, it is necessary to introduce the saturated infiltration long-term rate ic149
(Walker and Skogerboe 1987). Then, the Kostiakov-Lewis model is obtained:150
i = ic +Kaτ
a−1 ≈ ic +Ka
(
Z
K
)a−1
a
(14)
In furrows, the amount of water infiltrated per unit time and furrow length is proportional151
to the wetted perimeter. Therefore, using opportunity time as the only independent variable152
in furrow infiltration such as in (11) or (12) is not correct, since infiltration will depend153
not only on the time during which water has been infiltrating but also on the surface water154
present in the furrow itself. Some authors (Playa´n et al. 2004) tried to modify expression155
(11) by introducing a dependence on the discharge, however, the results obtained with that156
model are contradictory in cases of transient inlet discharge. We believe that (13) can be157
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actually much more representative of the real event since it contains the dependence of i on158
Z, including the effects of opportunity time and the time evolution of wetted perimeter.159
Our aim is to be able to move from (14) to an equivalent form valid in furrows trying to160
preserve the dimensionality and physical meaning of the Kostiakov-Lewis parameters. For161
that purpose, Z will be replaced by α divided by the furrow spacing D so that, in furrows:162
i = ic +Ka
(
α
DK
)a−1
a
(15)
and this infiltration rate will be considered uniform all along the wetted perimeter P , in a163
form that permits to model the time variation of infiltrated area as (Ma¨ıkaka 2004):164
dα
dt
= Pi = P
[
ic +Ka
(
α
DK
)a−1
a
]
,
dφ
dt
= s
dα
dt
= sP
[
ic +Ka
(
α
DK
)a−1
a
]
(16)
Friction model165
The friction slope is widely modelled by means of the Gauckler-Manning law (Gauckler166
1867; Manning 1890):167
Sf =
n2Q|Q|P 4/3
A10/3
(17)
For a furrow of trapezoidal cross section:168
Sf =
n2Q|Q|
(
B0 + 2H
√
1 + S2
)4/3
(B0 + 2SH)10/3
(18)
A more recent model (Burguete et al. 2007c), that showed a better performance in cases169
of high relative roughness, assumes that the velocity profile can be fit by means of a power170
function in the roughness upper zone, being negligible in the lower zone:171
vx = ul
(
z − zb − z′
l
)b
, if z ≥ l + zb + z′ (19)
where b is a fitting exponent and ul is the water velocity at a vertical distance l of the172
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bed. This model also assumes that the bed roughness irregularities are of average size l.173
Neglecting the lateral exchanges of momentum, the velocity distribution that minimizes the174
friction energy losses can be obtained (Burguete et al. 2007c; Burguete et al. 2007a):175
Sf =
|Q|Q
g
[∫ 1
(b+ 1)
√
ǫ
(
hb+(3/2)
lb
− l
√
h
)
dy
]2 =
176
=
ǫ(b+ 1)2l2b|Q|Q
g
{
B0
(
Hb+(3/2) −√Hl1+b
)
+ 2S
[
Hb+(5/2)−lb+(5/2)
b+(5/2)
− 2
3
l1+b (H3/2 − l3/2)
]}2 (20)
where ǫ is a dimensionless parameter of aerodynamical resistance depending only, in turbu-177
lent flows, on the roughness shape. This friction law is only valid for H > l. If H < l a178
zero velocity condition is imposed for numerical stabilization of the advance over a dry bed.179
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the friction slopes estimated by the Gauckler-Manning and180
the proposed model for a typical furrow assuming a uniform flow velocity. The predicted181
values are similar for high water depth values. However, the proposed model provides higher182
values than the Manning model for low water depths.183
Solute dispersion model184
The diffusion coefficient contains all the information related to molecular or viscous dif-185
fusion, turbulent diffusion and dispersion derived from the averaging process. The model186
proposed by Rutherford (1994) will be used for practical applications:187
Kx = 10
√
gPA|Sf | (21)
NUMERICAL MODEL188
The numerical scheme used in this paper is based on a previous study developed to189
demonstrate its suitability for the coupled simulation of the flux and transport equations190
(Burguete et al. 2007b). In order to incorporate the infiltration process to these equations,191
a four step algorithm is applied:192
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1. In the first step, the flow equations and the advective part of the transport equa-193
tion are discretized with the explicit scheme, and the diffusion term is discretized194
implicitly:195
Uai = U
n
i +∆t
[(
Sc − ∂F
∂x
)n
i
+
(
∂D
∂x
)a
i
]
(22)
2. In a second step infiltration is discretized as follows:196
Ubi = U
a
i +∆tI
a
i (23)
3. In a third step, the source terms are added with an implicit discretization:197
Uci = U
b
i + θ∆t(S
c
i − Sbi) (24)
where θ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter controlling the degree of implicitness of the source198
term. We shall use θ = 0.5 in all model runs.199
4. Finally, the boundary conditions are applied at the inlet, outlet and furrow confluences200
(characteristic of level furrow systems) to obtain the conserved variable in the next201
step Un+1i .202
First step: flow and transport203
This part is based on defining the vectors at the cell interfaces:204
Gni+(1/2) =
(
Sc − δF
δx
)n
i+(1/2)
(25)
using the notation δfi+(1/2) = fi+1 − fi and fi+(1/2) = (fi+1 + fi)/2. It is important to note205
that in the part of the source term corresponding to the friction term, a numerical limitation206
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of the friction source term is performed (Burguete et al. 2007a):207
(gASf)
n
i+(1/2) = min

(gASf)ni+1 + (gASf)ni
2
,
Qni+(1/2)
∆t
− δ
δx
(
Q2
A
)n
i+(1/2)
−
(
gA
δzs
δx
)n
i+(1/2)


(26)
Then, the numerical scheme is built by defining the upwind vectors as:208
G± =
1
2
[1±Psign(Λ)P−1]G, Λ± = 1
2
(Λ± |Λ|) (27)
where the matrices P and Λ are based on Roe’s averages:209
λi+(1/2) =
√
Ai+1λi+1 +
√
Aiλi√
Ai+1 +
√
Ai
, si+(1/2) =
√
Ai+1si+1 +
√
Aisi√
Ai+1 +
√
Ai
(28)
The artificial viscosity coefficient defined is as (Burguete and Garc´ıa-Navarro 2004):210
νni+(1/2) = max
k


1
4
[δ(λk)− 2|λk|]ni+(1/2) , if (λk)ni < 0 and (λk)ni+1 > 0
0, otherwise
(29)
the second order vectors as:211
L± =
(
1∓Λ±∆t
δx
)
P−1G± (30)
and the flux limiting matrices as:212
Ψ±i+(1/2) =


Ψ
(
(L±)1
i+(1/2)±1
(L±)1
i+(1/2)
)
0 0
0 Ψ
(
(L±)2
i+(1/2)±1
(L±)2
i+(1/2)
)
0
0 0 Ψ
(
(L±)3
i+(1/2)±1
(L±)3
i+(1/2)
)


(31)
where (L±)k is the k component of the vector L± and Ψ is the flux limiter function. A213
number of particular flux limiter functions have been defined in the literature (Hirsch 1990).214
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In this paper we will use the Superbee flux limiter:215
Ψ(r) = max[0,min(1, 2r),min(2, r)] (32)
Then, the second order in space and time TVD scheme is written as (Burguete et al. 2007b):216
Uai = U
n
i +∆t


(
G+ − ν δU
δx
)n
i−(1/2)
+
(
G− + ν
δU
δx
)n
i+(1/2)
− D
n+θ
i+(1/2) −Dn+θi−(1/2)
δx
+
217
+
1
2
[(
PΨ+L+
)n
i−(1/2)
−
(
PΨ+L+
)n
i−(3/2)
+
(
PΨ−L−
)n
i+(1/2)
−
(
PΨ−L−
)n
i+(3/2)
]}
(33)
Second step: infiltration218
In a second step, the contribution of the infiltration term is incorporated. Since infil-219
tration is produced at the flow layer in contact with the porous bed (characterized by null220
velocity in viscous flows), there is no loss of momentum. In order to avoid numerical errors221
in the form of negative water volumes:222
∆αai = min(A, ∆tP i)
a
i ,


A
Q
As
α
φ


b
i
=


A
Q
As
α
φ


a
i
+∆αai


−1
0
−s
1
s


a
i
(34)
Exact conservation of water volume and solute mass (to the limit of machine accuracy) is223
produced in this step, since the following equation holds:224
Abi + α
b
i = A
a
i + α
a
i , (As)
b
i + φ
b
i = (As)
a
i + φ
a
i (35)
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Third step: source terms225
In the third step, as mentioned in the context of (24), an implicit discretization of the226
source terms is applied. Taking into account that only the momentum equation contains227
source terms, the mass conservation and the solute transport equations are trivial in this228
step :229
Aci = A
b
i , (As)
c
i = (As)
b
i (36)
The friction laws considered are singular, tending to infinity for small values of the water230
depth, which can introduce numerical instabilities in transient calculations. A threshold231
value for the depth Hmin will be used in order to avoid those situations. Below that value,232
the discharge will be set to zero. We use:233
• Hmin = 0.01m for the Manning friction model.234
• Hmin = l for the power law velocity model.235
otherwise, a friction factor r = r(A) = Sf/(|Q|Q) depending only of A is defined for the236
considered friction models, leading to a simple second order equation for the water discharge.237
Therefore, discharge is evaluated according to:238
Qci =


0; (Hci ≤ Hmin)
Qbi + gθ∆t{[A(S0 − r|Q|Q)]ci − [A(S0 − r|Q|Q)]bi}; (Hci > Hmin)
(37)
Fourth step: boundary conditions239
Inlet and outlet240
A correct numerical model for unsteady flow problems must be based not only on a241
numerical scheme with the required properties but also on an adequate procedure to discretize242
the boundary conditions. The theory of characteristics provides clear indications about the243
number of necessary external boundary conditions to define a well posed problem (Hirsch244
1990).245
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In furrow irrigation, where the water flow is always subcritical, both a physical and246
a numerical boundary condition at the inlet and at the outlet are necessary. The most247
usual physical boundary condition at the inlet is a discharge hydrograph Qin = Qin(t).248
At the outlet, it is common practice to use a rating curve of the type Qout = Qout(Hout).249
A closed outlet can be considered a particular case with Qout = 0. For solute transport, a250
physical boundary condition at the inlet, usually a concentration input sin(t), and a numerical251
boundary condition at the outlet are required.252
The method of global mass conservation (Burguete et al. 2002; Burguete et al. 2006) is253
based on enforcing the integral form of the mass conservation extended to all the computa-254
tional domain in combination with a conservative scheme for the interior points to generate255
the numerical boundary condition. In order to ensure the global mass conservation of the256
scheme, the numerically generated volume variation must be combined with the desired vol-257
ume variation and therefore the following corrections must be enforced over the wetted cross258
section at the inlet:259
An+11 = A
c
1 +
∫ tn+1
tn
Qin(t)dt−∆tQn1
δx
, (As)n+11 = (As)
c
1 +
∫ tn+1
tn
Qin(t)sin(t)dt−∆t(Qs)n1
δx
(38)
In order to ensure the correct formulation of the boundary we must enforce subcritical flow260
at the inlet in the following form:261
Qn+11 = min[Qin(t
n+1), An+11 c
n+1
1 )] (39)
At the outlet, an exact estimation of the outflowing mass is impossible when using a rating262
curve as boundary condition. Hence the following approximations are used:263
Qn+1N = min[Qout(H
n+1
N ), A
n+1
N c
n+1
N ], A
n+1
N = A
c
N , (As)
n+1
N = (As)
c
N (40)
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Furrow junctions264
We will concentrate on furrow junctions of the “T” type, that is, involving only a main265
furrow and a perpendicular secondary furrow as in Figure 4. In this way, the momentum266
addition from the tributary furrow is in the normal direction to the main flow and viceversa.267
The main hypothesis used to solve at the junction area is that the m main furrow grid268
cells involved at the junction (from j to j + m) as well as the secondary furrow grid cell269
involved (k) share a unique water surface level and a unique value of solute concentration.270
The total volume of water V cjunction and mass of solute M
c
junctionat the junction cells are271
therefore:272
V cjunction = A
c
kδxk +
j+m∑
i=j
Aciδxi, M
c
junction = (As)
c
kδxk +
j+m∑
i=j
(As)ciδxi, (41)
By requiring the conservation of water volume and the uniform surface water level zn+1s , a273
second order equation for this variable can be written:274
V n+1junction = {(B0)k + Sk[(zs)n+1k − (zb)k]}[(zs)n+1k − (zb)k]δxk+
275
+
j+m∑
i=j
{(B0)i + Si[(zs)n+1i − (zb)i]}[(zs)n+1i − (zb)i]δxi = V cjunction (42)
this formulation immediately leads to the values of An+1i and A
n+1
k . On the other hand, the276
requirements of solute mass conservation and uniform concentration at the junction result277
in:278
sn+1i = s
n+1
k =
M cjunction
V cjunction
, ∀i ∈ [j, j +m] (43)
Finally, momentum interchanges at the junction must be considered. We will assume279
that velocity is uniform in a cell, so that the momentum exchange is proportional to mass280
exchange. In fact, the furrow supplying mass to the confluence loses an amount of momentum281
in its longitudinal direction which is proportional to its loss of mass. However, since the282
confluence is perpendicular, the furrow supplies momentum in perpendicular fashion, with283
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no component in the longitudinal direction of the receiving furrow. Taking this effect into284
account, the following correction over the discharges at the junction grid cells is performed:285
Qn+1i =


Qci ; (A
c
i ≤ An+1i )
Qci
An+1i
Aci
; (Aci > A
n+1
i )
, Qn+1k =


Qck; (A
c
k ≤ An+1k )
Qck
An+1
k
Ac
k
; (Ack > A
n+1
k )
(44)
TEST CASES AND APPLICATIONS286
Test I: ideal dambreak with solute discontinuity287
The ideal dambreak problem is one of the classical examples used as test case for unsteady288
shallow water flow simulations. The reason is that for flat and frictionless bottom, rectan-289
gular cross section and no diffusion, the problem defined by zero initial velocity and initial290
discontinuities in the water depth and solute concentration has an exact solution (Stoker291
1957).292
A rectangular channel 200m long and 1m wide has been considered with an initial depth293
ratio 1m : 0.1m and with an initial discontinuity in the concentration of 1kg/m3 : 0kg/m3294
in the same location as the depth jump. A grid spacing of δx = 2m, CFL = 0.9 and t = 20s295
was used for all simulations.296
The plots in Figure 5 show the numerical solution for the water depth from the numerical297
scheme described in this work and for the classical McCormack scheme (Garc´ıa-Navarro and298
Saviro´n 1992) versus the exact solution for t = 20s. The numerical scheme used in this299
research clearly shows better performance than classical MacCormack.300
Figure 6 shows the results for the solute concentration provided by the 2nd order TVD301
scheme using the discretization described in this work and the separate discretization (see302
(Burguete et al. 2007b) for different discretizations of the solute transport equation with303
this scheme), and the classical McCormack scheme. The proposed scheme yields best results304
when used in conjunction with the proposed discretization.305
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Test II: closed furrows with a confluence306
In this section, the performance of the proposed numerical scheme is assessed for different307
treatments of the boundary conditions in a set of two furrows closed in their downstream308
ends and arranged in a “T” confluence. Figure 7 presents the geometry of the test case.309
Furrows have a trapezoidal section with dimensions B0 = 0.20m, S = 1, S0 = 0 and a depth310
of 0.4m. Roughness is modelled using Gauckler-Manning equation (18) with n = 0.03sm−1/3,311
solute diffusion follows Rutherford equation (21), and infiltration follows equation (16), with312
K = 0.0015ms−a and a = 0.3. These parameters are characteristic of a low infiltration clay313
soil. The furrow spacing, D, is 1m. A constant inflow Qin = 0.01m
3/s is introduced in the314
domain with a solute concentration of sin = 1kg/m
3. Although the problem does not have315
an analytical solution, the total water volume and solute mass follow:316
V = Qint, M = Qinsint (45)
These volumes and masses can be compared with the numerical results, which are computed317
as:318
V n =
N∑
i=1
(A+ α)ni δx, M
n =
N∑
i=1
(As+ φ)ni δx (46)
The respective conservation errors can be determined as:319
EV = 100
V n − V
V
%, EM = 100
Mn −M
M
% (47)
Figure 8 presents the longitudinal profiles of H as a function of the distance to the320
upstream inlet point, using the proposed numerical scheme and treatments of the boundary321
conditions and the confluence for (a) t = 900s and (b) t = 1500s.322
Table 1 presents a comparison of the mass errors at time t = 1500s with the proposed323
treatments for the boundary conditions (global mass conservation) and the confluence (con-324
servative junction). Results are also provided for other treatments of the boundary condi-325
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tions (local mass conservation (Jin and Fread 1997)) and a simple treatment of the confluence326
based on equalling the free water surface level and the solute concentration at the receiving327
furrow to the supplying furrow at the confluence. Different combinations of treatments result328
in large errors, while the combination of proposed treatments reduces the conservation errors329
to machine accuracy.330
Test III: Confluence with experimental measurements331
Qu (2005) and Ramamurthy et al. (2007) reported an experimental and numerical anal-332
ysis of the flows resulting from a confluence in a laboratory channel. These papers include a333
detail flow analysis and simulations performed with a 3D numerical model. Since the channel334
walls were smooth, the Manning roughness model was used, with n = 0.009sm−1/3.335
In the practical simulation of a level-furrow system there is a large number of confluences336
between the conveyance channels and the irrigation furrows. Additionally, the computa-337
tional mesh required to simulate these problems in reasonable time is often coarse. As a338
consequence, the computational time devoted to each confluence is limited, and the conflu-339
ence should be simulated as just one cell in the conveyance channel and another cell in the340
irrigation furrow.341
Test III was performed to assess if - despite its crude approach - the proposed two-cell342
confluence can produce a reasonable approximation of the flow partition. Figure 9 presents343
a scheme of the experimental device and the simulation mesh. A mesh with δx = 0.61m, in344
the range of typical furrow simulations, was designed. The mesh uses 14 cells for the main345
furrow and 4 for the secondary furrow, with the confluence involving just one cell in each346
furrow.347
The paper by Qu (2005) reports measurements of discharge, flow depth and velocity348
for five different flow conditions obtained through modifications of the weirs installed at349
the downstream end of each furrow. However, the author did not report on the settings350
(elevations) of the regulating weirs. In order to overcome this difficulty, a critical flow law351
was implemented at the downstream end of each furrow using a range of weir settings.352
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The weir setting minimizing the error between measured and simulated measurements was353
adopted as representative of the experimental conditions. Let hem be the flow depth, with354
hem the average value and n
e
m the number of experimental measurements in the main furrow;355
hsm will be the simulated flow depth at the main furrow. In the secondary furrow these356
magnitudes will be denoted as hes, h
e
s, n
e
s and h
s
s, respectively. Additionally, Qin will be357
the inflow discharge, Qes and Q
s
s will be the experimental and simulated discharge at the358
secondary furrow, respectively. In these conditions, the error can be defined as:359
E =
|Qes −Qss|
Qin
+
1
hem
√√√√√√√
nem∑
i=1
[(hem)i − (hsm)i]2
nem − 1
+
1
hes
√√√√√√√
nes∑
i=1
[(hes)i − (hss)i]2
nes − 1
(48)
The model will be considered valid if under conditions of minimum error it can reproduce360
the experimental measurements in a reasonable fashion.361
Table 2 presents the discharges measured at the inflow and at the secondary furrow for362
the five experimental flow conditions, together with the optimum weir settings resulting in363
minimum error according to (48). Figure 10 presents maps of the errors corresponding to the364
main and secondary weir settings in the five reported flow conditions. It can be concluded365
that the weir settings could be estimated in an accurate way. Figure 11 presents a scatter plot366
of experimental vs. optimum simulated discharge at the secondary channel for the different367
flow conditions. All five points are distributed along the 1 : 1 line, providing an additional368
indication of the accuracy in the estimation of the weir settings. Finally, Figure 12 presents369
the longitudinal profiles for flow depth (measured and simulated). The agreement between370
both sources of data suggests that the proposed simple method for hydraulic computations371
in confluences is accurate enough to be used in the simulation of a level furrow system.372
CONCLUSIONS373
A mathematical model including shallow water flow and solute transport has been pre-374
sented and solved using a second order TVD scheme. The model is adapted to furrow375
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fertigation and implements an infiltration equation that automatically adjusts to variations376
in the wetted perimeter, a roughness equation based on an absolute roughness parameter,377
and an equation for the estimation of the longitudinal diffusion parameter. The param-378
eterization problem is therefore reduced to estimating infiltration in reference conditions,379
and estimating a physically based roughness parameter that will result in a flow-dependent380
roughness. The model also incorporates a specific treatment of the boundary conditions381
formulated to ensure global mass conservation at machine accuracy.382
In order to extend the model to furrow networks, a simple and computationally efficient383
approach to the junction conditions, considered as internal boundaries, has been proposed.384
Three numerical tests have been used to assess the shock-capturing model properties for both385
water level and solute concentration front advance, and to evaluate the performance of the386
treatment of boundary conditions and junctions. The results of these tests have confirmed387
the adequacy of the model to address the problems of unsteady flows with solute transport388
in single channels and junctions in channels. In a companion paper the model is calibrated389
and validated using ad hoc furrow fertigation experiments, and is applied to the simulation390
of level furrow systems.391
NOTATION392
A = cross-sectional wetted area;393
a = Kostiakov infiltration exponent;394
B = cross section top width;395
B0 = cross section base width;396
c = velocity of the infinitesimal waves;397
D = distance between furrows;398
D = diffusion vector;399
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EM = error of solute mass conservation;400
EV = error of water volume conservation;401
F = conservative flux vector;402
g = gravitational constant;403
H = cross-sectional maximum water depth;404
h = water depth;405
Hmin = minimum depth to allow water flowing;406
I = infiltration vector;407
i = infiltration rate;408
I1, I2 = pressure force integrals;409
J = conservative flux Jacobian,410
K = Kostiakov infiltration parameter;411
Kx = diffusion coefficient;412
L = weir setting (elevation over the furrow base);413
L = second order vector;414
l = characteristic roughness length;415
M = solute mass;416
n = Gauckler-Manning roughness coefficient;417
P = cross-sectional wetted perimeter;418
P = Jacobian eigenvectors matrix;419
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Q = discharge;420
Qin = inlet hydrograph discharge;421
Qout = outlet rating curve of discharge;422
r = friction factor;423
S = furrow wall slope;424
s = cross-sectional average solute concentration;425
S0 = longitudinal bottom slope;426
Sc = conservative source term vector;427
Sf = longitudinal friction slope;428
sin = inlet solute concentration input;429
Snc = non-conservative source term;430
t = time;431
U = conserved variable vector;432
u = cross-sectional averaged velocity;433
V = water volume;434
vx = longitudinal component of the velocity at any point of the cross section;435
w = cross section width;436
x = longitudinal coordinate;437
y = transversal coordinate;438
Z = cumulative infiltration length;439
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z = vertical coordinate;440
z′ = vertical distance to bed level;441
z′′ = vertical distance over the lowest point in the cross section;442
zb = level of the lowest point in the cross section;443
zs = water surface level;444
α = infiltrated cross section;445
∆ = temporal finite increment;446
δ = spatial finite increment;447
ǫ = friction coefficient;448
Λ = eigenvalues diagonal matrix;449
λi = Jacobian eigenvalues;450
φ = solute mass infiltrated per unit length of the furrow; and451
τ = opportunity time.452
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Table 1. Errors in water volume and solute mass conservation in Test II at time
t = 1500s as solved with the proposed treatments for the boundary conditions (global
mass conservation, GC) and the confluence (conservative junction, CJ). Results are
also provided for other treatments of the boundary conditions (local mass conservation
LC) and a simple treatment of the confluence (SC).
Numerical treatments EV (%) EM(%)
LC+SJ 46.6 46.5
GC+SJ 45.9 45.9
LC+CJ 0.37 0.28
GC+CJ −2.0 · 10−15 −2.0 · 10−15
30
Table 2. Discharges measured at the inflow and at the secondary furrow for the five
experimental flow conditions, together with the optimum weir settings (elevation over
the furrow base, L) resulting in minimum simulation error.
Case Q (m3/s) Q (m3/s) L (m) L (m) Error
inlet secondary main secondary
IIIa 0.047 0.007 0.110 0.156 0.034
IIIb 0.046 0.014 0.098 0.108 0.031
IIIc 0.046 0.019 0.104 0.092 0.067
IIId 0.047 0.032 0.145 0.088 0.082
IIIe 0.046 0.038 0.180 0.102 0.078
31
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Figure 10. Map of simulation error as a function of the weir settings for the five flow
conditions reported in Test III.
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Figure 11. Scatter plot of experimental vs. simulated discharge at the secondary
channel for the five flow conditions described in Test III.
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Figure 12. Longitudinal flow depth at the main and secondary furrows, as experimen-
tally observed and simulated, for the five flow conditions described in test III.
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